Graduate Fellowshi ps IRATE FR0 $H ABDUCT EAGE R SOPH ;
Offered By Pepsi-Cola CAPTIVE DETAINE D FOR 48 HOURS
Full Tuition And $750
Given for Three Years
• Twenty-six new graduate fellowships, each of which will pay full tuition and $750 a year for three years,
are being offered to college seniors
this year for the first time by the
Pepsi-Cola Scholarship Board.
Like the four-year-old Pepsi-Cola
four-year college scholarship progmm; winners of which are now attending 152 colleges, this new fellowship program 'has as its purpose
the' discovering of students of unusual ability and helping them to secure , further . education. . Both programs are administered by an independent group of educators known
as the ' Pepsi-Cola Scholarship Board
and are offered as a service to American youth by the Peps^Cola Company upon the recommendation of
its . president , Walter S. Mack , Jr.
College Seniors Eligible.
Any college student who will receive a bachelor 's degree during the
school "year 1947-48 from *- a college
or university in the United States

football Rall y Fri.
For Bowdoin Game
This Saturday the White Mules begin another Maine football series by
playing their traditional rivals, the
Polar Bears of Bowdoin , at Brunswick, Just how much team support
the Mules will have is up to you—
the student body. Your interest in the
team can be well manifested by attendance at tho Football Rally on Friday at 4:30 on Seaverns Field,
Freshmen will, of . course, show
great exuberance as their attendance
is required. As ' for the rest of the
student body , , , Come on , . . President Bixler is making j m effort to
attend and you all know enough to
bo there to support tho team you
want , to be victorious.
The- rally will, consist of (songs
and cheers'lend by our well-seasoned
cheerleaders, Al ong with tho cheering will ho several abort talks . by
mem bers "'' the coaching staff.

ECHO POLL
¦ Th o results of last Week's ECHO
'
Poll—Would you bo in favor of a
Campus Chest uniting all charitable
organizations in a single drive for
funds '!,"wore as follows :
Yes: 170
No: 38
Indiff erent; 21
Amon g th o comments wore :
"Terrifi c idea—financially speaking."
"But n ot till after I got my chock."
"If nil the . charitable organizations
Cor tho year wore included, "
. "Let them live us thoy can—-Thoy
don 't ' got niiythii g nnyvtoy." .
"But every organization should
b e thoroughly ' satisfactory to all."
"Very good ideal Can only go
' .- , - '
broke once, "
"I'm sick of a tag, day , or fund
drive every other week, "
"Students should bo able to stipulate wlioro their m oney is to go if
tho y so wish, "
, "Ghutity .begins at homo and lt
end s there for mo."
QUESTION FOR THIS WEEK'S
ECHO POLL: What hours, not now
scheduled , would you like to have a
, ,. . ' .
bua run?
y
- •

may apply for one of the new fellowships, according to an announcement made by John M. Stalnaker,
professor of psychology at Stanford
University and director" of the PepsiCola Scholarship program. Winners
will be selected on the basis-of their
promise of outstanding achievement
in later life as evidenced by their
undergraduate records and recommendations as to character, personality, and qualities of leadership, the
announcement states, and the fellowships will be limited to those students
who have financial need.
' The fellowship may be used at any
accredited graduate or professional
school in the United States or Canada and in any field of study which
*
will lead to an M.A. Ph.D., M~ D., or
other advanced professional degree.
Fellowship holders must , enter graduate schools no later than the fall of
1948 and they must pursue a continuous and normal program of work.
Applications Due January 1
Six winners will be chosen by se^
lection commitees of professors from
each of four geographic regions, and
two Negro winners will be selected
from graduates of Negro colleges in
the United States. Negro seniors in
other colleges will be eligible for the
six fellowships to be awarded in that
particular region.
:
subsisted solely on
"
Seniors who wish to apply for one
of these fellowships may obtain 'application forms from the dean of
their individual colleges or by writing to the Pepsi-Cola Scholarship
Board , 532 Emerson Street, Palo Alto , Calif ornia. Completed applications with official transcripts of credits and other required information
A*discussion of the Palestine probmust be received by the Board not
later than January 1, 1948.-. Winners lem will be the topic for the International Relations Club meeting which
will be announced March IB.
will be held Friday; October 24, at
7:30, in the Wom en's Union. Edward
Bittar , a second semester Freshman
at Colby, will be the speaker. Edward
was born in Jaffa, a city now in disTh e-medical examination for all pute in the Arab-Jewish conflict. His
men students registered in the col- father and two uncles hold offices in
lege will be held in the Men's Gym- the government of Jaffa ; and both
nasium on. the lower campus as his uncles were awarded the Office of
scheduled below. Students are asked tho British Empire by King George
to report when thoir respective dor- VI.
mit ory groups aro ¦ scheduled; and
E dward arrived in the United
off-campus men will report with Stat es Sep temb er 16, 1947. . He ingroups according to their last name tends to stu dy medicine in this coungrouping, Dr. T. E. Hardy, the col- try, preferably at Johns Hopkins, At
lege physician is in charge of the pres e nt , he is p l annin g t o r eturn t o
medi cal examinations and will bo as- Palestine when he has finished school.
sisted by a staff of physicians. ExIn the 'discussion of tire Palestine
amination record forms will bo availproblem , the present crisis and tho
able at the gymnasium.
kitornatiorinl aspects of this situaSCHEDULE
tion will be emphasized.
-. . .
Monday—October 27
This meeting of the I . R. C. will
be tho last open mooting of tho year,
7'.00 P.M.—Robins Hall
7:30 P.M.—Champlin Hall
At all subse q uent me etin gs, memberSiOO P.M.—Small Hall
ship tickets must bo shown, Tickets
will bo availa ble after tho mooting, v
Tuesday—October 28
•7:00 P.M.—ButW Hall
8:00 P.M.—Pepper Hall
,
Wednesday—October 29
7»00 P.M.—Off-Cumpu s Men» H.
to M. inclusive
7) 30 P.M.—Off-Campus Men; N.
to S. inclusive'
8(00 P.M.—Off-Campus Meni T,
President James B. Conant of Harto 2. inclusive
vard , Avorill Lecturer will speak oh
Monday,— November 3
tho subject "On Understanding Sci7t 00 P.M.—Roberts Hall
ence " at Colby, May 2 1, 1048.
7i 30 P.M.—North College,
"Tho topic of President Conant's
8:00 P.M.—Old Chaplin Hall
addrosa is oxtromoly por.tlnont to.ColTuesday—November 4
by," Dr. Bixlor stated. "Tho value
>
7:00 P.M.—Bonrdman Hifcll
science in tho curriculum an d, culof
Hail
(New
7(30 P.M.—Chaplin
tural background of a non-scionco
Campus)
i <
major in a liberal arts college will bo
SiOO P.M.—Veterans' ApWrlm«ftt* discussed " he concluded.
^
Wednes day—-November S
President . Conant will give tho
7t00 P.M.—South College
lecture and . will lat er ,address tho
7:30 P.jM.r—Palmer House
8t00 P.M.—Off-C ampus Men) A. Colby Faculty on tho samo subject.
Mornliora of tho Colby Faculty aro
to G. Inclusive
now studyin g . Presid ent Conant's
Professor G. F. Loebs
book , "On Understandin g Science " so
Dr. T. E. Hardy
that thoy can discus's it with him at
that tlmo.
Dean G. T. Nick.rioa

I . R . C. To Discuss
Palestine Problem

Men 's P hysical Exams

Harvard 's Pres. Conant

Lectures Here In May

Dejected Prisoner
finds lyric Solace

beer, pret zels, and poetry."
FRESHMAN DEBATING
SOUAD
A Freshman Debating Squad
is now being : formed. Try-outs
will be held Thursday and Friday ' afternoons October 23 and
24 in Miller Library, Room
20IB. Candidates should make
appointments with Professor Robert Burdick for a definite time
to audition.
.

Labor Act Is Discussed

On Colby-A t-The-Mike

The Taft-Hartley Act was the subject for discussion last Monday night
on Colby-nt-the-Mlko. The topic was
divided into four sections: Robert Rosen discussed the background of the
Wagner Act of 1936; Edward Kaplan , Jeanne Fenwick, and Gloria
Shine considered the effect on labor ,
on mana gem ent , nnd on' the . National
Labor Relations- Board , respectively.
Professor Robert Pullen of the
economics department acted as modorator. A short question period followed tho talks. Tho broadcast ended
with reports of campus and sports
news.
The firs t dramatic program will bo
presented next V/ook. Tho play, baaed
on tho earli est ep isod e in Main e
History, its first colony, was wr-itten
by Conrad White. A dramatic producti on is planned as a monthly featur e for Colby-at-the-Miko.

By Alvin Schwartz
The most newsworthy- event to hit
the Colby campus since the kidnapping of ATO pledge Dick Urie, last
year , was the capture of sophomore
Gerry Frank , Friday night, by a group
of irate freshmen , incensed by overzealous enforcement of frosh rules.
There are two different versions of
the Frank kidnapping, and since the
ECHO wishes to maintain complete
impartiality in this affair , we will
present both . There is , first, the version of the freshmen.
Gerry was selected as the victim ,
when it was discovered that he had
turned in a majority of the names
recently called at the freshman
trials. Gerry was informed there was
a phone call for him. As he stepped
into a suspiciously darkene 'd corridor,
he was seized by approximately six
freshmen , and bundled off to a waiting vehicle.
Shouted For Aid
While being carried to the car, he
shouted for aid. The sophomores who
heard him , looked out of their windows, discovered who it was and pulled their heads back in again. He was
driven to a house about 25 milea from
Waterville , where both captors and
captive spent the night. Gerry was
tied to a bed during his stay at the
house. At G A. M. Saturday morning,
he was drive n through Waterville on
the way to China Lake. He was given
complete freedom except for tho fact
th at his feet were tied, fie was very
tired through the day, and sat dejectedly staring at the lake.
Towards afternoon , Mr. Frank
started writing poetry , We who know
Mr. Frank , have always been impressed by the dynamic side of his
character. It is gratifying to discover
that he is also inclined to deep
thought and soulful self-expression.
He Was guarded by freshmen who
stood two hour watches. It was important to have fresh minds and bodies on watch continuously . Mr. Frank
was no ordinary captive. At 9 P. M.
he was released , without trousers or
money.
.Verbal Coercion Used
The second version was the ono
presented by the president of ' tho
sophomore class , George Clark , in an
exclusive interview for the ECHO.
Mr . Clark was first informed of
Frank's seizure , at approximately 11
Fri day, n ight. Ho was n aturally
shocked when he heard of tho frosh
attack, a nd
imm ed i atel y rushe d
through tho upper class dorms attempting to form a posse, t o mar ch
on th e Lower Campus nnd retrieve
tho honor of the sophomores and also
Gerry Frank,
Clark was unsuccessful in his at(Continuod on Pago 8)

Student Council News

. The, stud ents who have boon appointed to servo on tho Faculty-Student Committee aro Jerome Jackson ,
Joan Hoa gland , Phyllis O'Connoll ,
Raymond Lind quist , and Norman
Epstein,

Pau l Goldon and .Tanot DoWitt have
boon appointed by tho Social Committ ee to work on tho revision of tho
Social Function Section of tho Gray
Book.

Tho following students were elected ofll cors of the Freshman Class:
Presid ent , Will iam Brown; ViccProsid ont , Har old. Le May ; Secretary,
Lorot o Tom po st a; Tr easurer , Jack
Koou gh i Inter Student Council ,
Jacqueline Dillingham , Richard BnrOne man from tho Student Chri&t- ta.
lan Association nnd ono nian from
The now representative of tho
Tho Roberts .Union Board will bo sophomore women to tho Inter Student Council Is Constance Foxcroft.
added to the Social Committee.

Thoro is a possibility that there
will bo , an opportunity for 'freshmen
to hav e thoir ru les abolished, However, nothin g definite has botn decided
because tho final decision lies with
the Freshman Rules Committee,
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"Big Names" To Colby

ANN JENNINGS M9
HALLBERG , JEAN

SHEPPARD , JANE

...

We happened to pick up a few rival, exchange papers the
other day, and noticed that the news in a great many of them
was the appearance of some prominent speaker. We were particularly impressed by such men as Henry Wallace, Robert Taft,
or Max Lerner being obtained for ' speaking . engagements at
various colleges in this country. Could not Colby afford to have
someone of prominence in the field of politics or international
relations as a speaker from time to time ? The prestige which
the college might gain would we think be much more of a consideration than the expense involved.
The Averill lecture series are definitely a boon to the college. This should not be construed as an attempt to minimize
their importance , but we feel that Colby has expanded to the
point where some thing more is needed. The mere fact that the
.speaker's remarks may arouse controversy is not sufficient reason to eliminate him from consideration as a fit lecturer. On
the contrary, this is more reason why more effort should be exei-ted to obtain him for an address. This would be .in keeping
with a broad-minded libera l policy. »
Certainly, the administration should have enough influence
to bring "big names" to Colby. A college, and particularly a
small liberal arts college like ours would be an ideal place for a
man with an axe to grind. Harvard , Princeton , and Yale have
more than their quota of prominent speakers. The other smaller
colleges all over the country are putting their hands in , and are
obtaining these men for speaking engagements. Colby has much
to gain and little to lose by doing likewise.
S. I. K.

Make Mine Music
A few nights ago, we made our nocturnal trip to that den
of iniquity , the Colby College Bookstore Spa. A few of the college's more ambitious students had brought a phonograph and
some records along and a few hour s of music was, enjoyed hy
many of us. ' In answer to many requests, we are taking this opportunity to pass along the ' word to the Student Council ,or any
other campus organization that might be concerned.. Would it
not bo possible to have a phonograph playing during the time
th at the Spa is open ? We feel certain that the introduction of
music would really give the place' atmosphere.
When the Alumnae building was the social center of the
college, there was a large radio phonograph with a multitude of
popular records Avhich Avere turne d over to tho students for their
use . The collection was kept up to date b y th e Stu de nt Ch rist i an
Association.
Perhaps the vie and records could be resurrected and turned
over to student use ayuin. The funds for the upkeep could come
out of. class treasuries, equally distributed , or th er e , could he a
small assessment of tlie campus organizations , the fraternities
and sororities, or a college dance could be run . the proceeds- of
which could go toward the upkeep of the phonograph and tho
records. We Avoukln 't be averse to tho profits of the Spa going
into some such venture.
The question of "would not this noise disturb those avid
scholars in the reserved book room of tho library?" If the sound
of music from the Spit did penetrat e into the reserved book room,,
we fee] wire that it would be drowned ou. by the other eerie
noises which find their way into that sanctum of revelry. However, avc have been more; or loss assured that the eager beavers
in the converted lobby were quite uniiAvare that anything, unusual was happening in tho adj acent room.
We quite seriously hope that some campus group will mistakenly or otherwise have read this column , and will act on this
proposal. The Spa should In; a place to relax. What better way
to really enjoy a lew leisure moments aAvay from the daily grin d
of studying than by sipping a coke to tho tune of some
¦ •¦ ¦ sooth•; '
ing ditty,
.
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Weathervane

All letters should be sent to.
The'Editor of the Colby Echo.
They must • be accompanied by
the writer's name which will be
withheld on request. These Iet r . ;
ters do not necessarily, reflect
the opinions y of the Editorial.
;
Board of the ECHO.
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F rom time to time the ECHO will
print articles of extra-campus activities under
the heading of the
WEATHERVANE.

'

Editor :
• The saying goes that an Army
marches on its stomach , but 'by, the
time the Band of hungry- eo-eds. gets
to Foss Hall at noontime (pardon me,
early- afternoon) it is. too ; weak to
march oiv its stomach or any. other
part or) its anatomy.
..
By Richard, Fiseh -..
It would seem that , with all the • Above all, it is the primary objecColby students' who want- to work tive of colleges - today, elf any; ' eduplus those already working, it should- cational instrument, to iiitegrate .the
n 't be too difficult to find a small individual with reality. When it ceases
group, without eleven.o'clock, classes, accomplishing this , it ceases, also, its
who would . volunteer their services social value and becomes an- archaic
as early as 11:45 or 12:00. Thi s would am 'eoba, floundering- first in one direcnot only ¦be convenient (for those tion , then, another;- always tightly
who like an earlier lunch", but it enclosed from-the--outside,, and equalwould also relieve, the terrific crowd, ly as confused by this outside.
which is inevitable from 12 :30-12 :50. ¦ The intellectual sterility existing in
Isn 't it logical th'at this would be our- colleges today, is no longer , a
easier in-the long run for the kitchen matter that - we ignore politely. Its
staff , even with a ^ smaller force, say solution motivates profound changes
at twelve, and then others to. relieve in-, many of our leading - colleges,
them by 12:30 , because as it, is now; throughout the country. (Chicago- U.,
it is almost impossible, for .'waitresses St. John 's, and- Sarah Lawrence are
or students to get by with trays.
a few. Unfortunately of these, only
There may be some, obvious ans- Sarah -Lawrence has achieved an adewer as to why the system has.to op- quate-solution. But this will be diserate in its present inefficient manner, cussed- at-a-later-time.) In most inirbut the concensus of opinion- is that stances; these- large revisions are
some improvement is.in order.
uniieccessary, and'it will be.seen that
While we re, on 'the subject , of eat- instead , a'- '" minor ..-surgery " is coming at Foss Hall,.is that. 'a pack, of pletely adequate. So it is with Colby.
hungry lions that, descends' ; on Mrs.
The gap, separating our Liberal
Maynard's disappearing form, or is, Arts from "what we might . loosely
it really, the. downtown .girls going to, call the "outside real world" grows
dinner '.' How about everybody choos- progressively. It widen s, not because
ing their tables ' some night,;an d mak- of any comparable change in Colby,
ing those seats permanent? That but • because . o)p. ' the ever changing
would eliminate the panic; which needs o f ' the society of which. Colby
seems to accompany the thought of, is an integral part. .No, it is not the
not being able to sit with one's change in Colby that produces this
friends.
v
dichotomy,. but rather the lack of
Mr s. Mayuard wants to make the change , a chatjg e that should be eodining room atmosphere as gracious ordwiatcd with varying needs. Jt is
and attractive as if we were in our manifest in our .curriculum and , of
own homes, so it might ¦help if we equal importance, in our post-graducould make, an entrance a little less ate.planning. It is the purpose of this
like a horde of refugees stumbling article to ¦ clarify the position and
for the first piece of bread in three need of a more -integrated post- grad• ' : . ' ¦ -,
weeks.
uate planning.
¦ •
N;R .
- The fact that many seniors graduate ifrom Colb y with onl y the most
vague -ideas- concerning, not only
where they will eventually secure employment,,.but .also exactly -what type
they will get, .is no dark lurking secret, Too often it is the first position
¦nu"er,ej d;; ...that ...constitutes the pernio^
n,ent einpJ.Q.ymeiUt .of ; , niany of our
as..
Fleclitlteim-is
an
Mr. Ossip K.
sistant professor of- Colby 's ¦history, .graduates;., Tli e_ ,confusion , resulting
department. Born in Russia, he at- i'r qm, such. - vocational disorientation ,
maladjusttended the Realgymnasium in-Dues- , produces/ ; ,! occupational
sehlorf , G ermany, fr om which he. ments, far goto and. employee 'alike". •
graduated Matura Summa Gum: .Th e, prospect of. a-r.., ill-fitting; vocaLaude. He also attended the "Univer- tion , is.an,. uj i pI.on_ ant one., to say the
sity of Cologn e and..th e Institute . ot least. Remember,; durin g'y our waking
International . Stu dios , in; .Geneva; hours , it;ia tlie job that you are most
Switzerland. Ho has taugh t at , Atlanta concerned with and dependent upon.
Univers i ty and BatoH.College, Before If it-means daily drudgery, then all
coming to Colby, h e was War Crimes tho'i .bepefits . of a Liberal, training,
Attorney niul Principal' Research An- and bfl 'orta to produce un intellect!! ?
alyst for the United; States Depart- ally inquisitive., individual vanish into
ment of War . in ."Nuv embuvg , Ger'. '"
' •
many.

What About

Vocational Guidance

Trials At Nurember g
Discussed Byflechfoei m

nothingness. But let lis see, exactly
the role that Colby plays in the planning of these years, so vital to the
future security of the citizen.
Upon entrance to Colby, tire average freshman represents a product
of negligible vocational guidance.
His introduction to it here is via the
Strong Vocational Interest test, the
results of which usually prove to be
too inaccurate or too general, for the
student to -utilize. His major field is
chosen very often., with little regard
to the future and with less examination of capabilities and possibilities.
In other words, it is up. to the individual initiative of each student to
determine what work he is capable
of doing, the work that would provide the maximum degree of satisfaction , what work it is possible for
him to enter , and of course what
field of study would best prepare
him 'for this work.
That a student is able to do this
without previous preparation is certainly not to be expected.. Yet that
is precisely the -situation. Without
the necessary guidance, therefore,
you achieve a rather goalless student
body, passing from term to term ,
with only ' confusion and puzzlement
as an impression of post-graduate
employment.
What is vitally necessary, in a
single phrase, is the establishment of
a definite vocational guidance department. I say department, and that is
exactly what I mean. A part time adviser , or '.'running guidance" will not
suffice now. It is an all day job for
two people ov more. It would be a
department that would fullril the
following:
1. Prepare and organize a reference
library v aml information center
material.
. on vocational guidance
¦
2. Hold semester • or yearly^'cb nfercne 'es with students concerning
vocation , progress in school, and
other subjects , depending on the
academic standing of the student.
3. Administer special . vocational
tests where needed.
4. Establish a more far reaching
job placement,
5. " Co-ordinate curriculum with vocational goal,
G. One member of the department
would be a consulting psychologist and would provide for further
help outside of school .for the
emotionally unstable student.
It is realized that the cost of such
a project would/constitute a recognizable expense , • but the benefits to
shool ai'ul student .alike would be immeasurable, Its cd'ecls would bo felt
hot only after graduation but before
as well, II; should not be forgotten
that u student with a goal is a, mora
efficient .student and a more effective
citizen- ,
•>

. By . Ossi]r K^ .Flechthbiin ,i

In Aug ust , 194G ,,nfter atfew.weeks
of "app rent i ceship "at . Nurnborg with

tho IL S. Chief of .Counsel .for War
Crimes , Iwns s e nt to Berlin to dir e ct
n group of research analysts engaged
in the screening of tons , of .. Gorman
documents replete with evidence, on
Nazi war crimes. What was supposed
to be iv miHsion of a few Avooka , developed into a long-term assignment
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W hen tho , morn Is bri ght

'
' , ', , '
An d tho wind , is li ght".
And rnin is in , th e air,
'. '
You fool a quiver. . ,
, ,
•
And then a shiv er
An d then you tour your hair,
It' s an aw ful amoU.
It's a h orrible smell,
lt makuH your very soul sink I. ',
,. "
It's n terrible smoll
'
It Hm ollB. Hko .****!• - . , .: \ "• ' '
It' s that darned oP . sulphur/stink!
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Co-Ed A d vocates Colby 's
Part icipation In W.S.S.P.
Ten Students Attend
Conference At Augusta
By Mary

E. Gardiner '

I write this article because I hav e
come to feel, in just .one weekend,
the necessity of a "shock" to arouse
action in a tragic world crisis. If you
are at all humble-—aware of your.social shortcomings (social used in the
broad Sense of relation to all individuals of this world), you must be
already aware of the . implications of
the problems in today 's world crisis!
Since for me it has taken eye-witness reports of ruined spirit, tragically realistic movies of war devastation, actual facts and figures of
desperate material needs , I realize
that mere words and what will undoubtedly be called emotional sham"
will shock few out of the lethargic
attitude toward what has been conveniently rationalized into "the hopeless situation over there." Yet if you
give some thought to the awakening
we have had , just-while reading this
letter, I will have accomplished , the
first step in arousing active interest
in world problems. '
S. C. A. Sponsored

Conference

Nine .other Colby students feel the
urgency of action as I do—and 900
Colby students would have the feeling as we do-:—if they had been at
the conference we attended this
weekend. When I say who sponsored
the intercollegiate conference , half
of you will stop reading. Avoid the
challenge if you can—none should.
The Student Christian Movement
of New England sponsored a conference for the Maine Area S. C, A.'s
at Augusta, Maine. The theme of "th e
conference was "Our Task in World
Crisis." N inety students from twelve
colleges listened to reports , discussed
ideas and planned together for the
whole weekend—and were jolted ' out
of the state of mere semi-consciousness to the realization, that this world
is "a mess!" , •
Students

in Unhealed

Rooms

Though I know I can give but an
inadequate p icture of the significance of the weekend , I (and nine
other Colby students) cannot be pas-

sive in view of the "impetus for action " we have received.
.The first speaker for the weekend
was Muriel Jacobsen , on the n ational
staff of the Y. W. C. A. She was in
Czechoslovakia in 1946 to see the reopening of universities there—to see
students so eager to learn that they
walked for hours , at a time around
the windowless, unheated classrooms
in midwinter to keep as warm as possible, while using every possible hour
to "catch up " in learning. Muriel saw
the attitude of Czechoslovakians toward occupational forces. The intelligence of these people is at such a
high level that occupation Was sheer
barbarianism to ' them! What a farce
American charitable aid becomes! •
Death Wel comed by Families
Saturday morning Bill Stringfellow , a junior at Bates, told us of his
experiences at Oslo. Last summer
Bill was a U. S. representative to the
World Conference of Christian Youth
at Oslo, Norway. He was one of 1200
delegates , representing 71 different
nations . He spent days listening, to,
just as an example, a German doctor , a woman 28 years of age , who
worked in the underground and Student . Christian Movement during the
war, tell of the naiveness and frivolity of occupational forces and policies iu Germany, He tried to eat the
rations the Europeans have been
used to for so long and could not.
1 can ' hear it—you know they are
not very well off and blame us because we cannot help enough. You 've
heard the story of starvation so much
it's routine ! Have you seen the film
of Europe 's leaders of tomorrow—
"Seeds of Destiny "? The seeds are
1 0-year-olds , .so ruined by hunger
and fear that they are glad to see
(Continued on Page 6)

Colby Alumna Reports
On Welfare Conference
By Barbara King '47
The Maine State • Conference of
Social Welfare had its annual meeting at Colby- on Thursday and Friday
of last week. Since I am case worker
for Child and Fam ily Services' of Portland , I attended as one of 277 delegates representing most of the Social
agencies in Maine.
AVe arrived Thursday morning just
in ' time for the opening general session at Roberts "Union. Here we heard
Senator Robert Haskell report on the
financial aspects of Health and Welfare in Maine. -Senator Ruth T.
Clough reported on the legislative
aspects, and David Stevens, newly appointed Commissioner of Health and
Welfare in Maine , concluded the
morning session with his report on
the administration aspects, of health
and welfare in Maine.
Sect ional Meetings

Held

SOCIAL REGISTER

Roberts Union was the setting for
the Annual Conference Dinner,
Thursday evening, with President
Bixler presiding, an invocation by
Reverend Clifford Osborne , and greetings by Governor Horace ' Hildreth.
Patrick A. Tompkins, Massachusetts
Commissioner of Public Welfare, delivered the conference address on
"The Public Social Services."
Dr. Kuaraceus Spoke

¦ Bright and early on Friday morning, Professor Curtis Morrow opened
the. general session by introducing
Dr. William C. Kuaraceus, of Boston
University who spoke on "The School,
the Community and the Juvenile Delinquent." Dr. Kuaraceus was enthusiastically received as he pointed
out the responsibilities of the school
and community in the prevention of
delinquency. Samuel Mericher of Bowdoin College and Judge Cyril Joly
of Waterville followed with further
discussion on this, topic.
A business meeting followed in
which • Mr. R. A. Thorndike of Bar
Harbor was elected president of the
Conference.

At the luncheon session , held at
the Sacred Heart Hall, we heard
Miss Marion Martin , State Commissioner of Labor , and Smith C. McIntire of the University of Maine Extension Service speak on Labor's
stake in social welfare.
The Conference then separated for
the afternoon sectional meetings
covering evaluation of social case
work , co-operation between agencies
in planning for children , old age assistance , and the private institution
for children . I selected the latter
topic and heard an interesting talk
Meetinga Bring New Ideas
by Allen Thomas , director of the
The Conference was adjourned
Graham School , Hastings-on-Hud- after the luncheon session at the
son , New York , on his work with Sacred Heart Hall where F. Alexunderprivileged children of normal
ander Magoun , president of Human
intelligence.
Relations , Inc.- at Massachusetts InChildren 's I nstitution Needed
stitute of Technology spoke on "A
Such an institution for children Look Inside Behavior ", and the conwho,- either because of a strong par- ference summary was presented by
ental attachment or interference , Anders M. Muhiman , Sociology procannot . he successfully placed in a fessor of Bates College.
foster home , is a pressing need in
I am sure that no' one who. attendMaine. Since it is my function as ed this year 's conference went back
Foster Home Finder , in a child plac- to Iris agency without new ideas on
ing agency to approve foster homes methods of dealing with problems
and to decide upon placements , this
meeting was enlightening to me as a
The results of the Senior Class possible solution to unsuccessful
elections which were held this after- placements. There was no doubt in
noon are as follows :
my mind as I left this meeting that
the contribution made by a children 's
President: Francis-Folino \ "
Vice-President: Mary Burrison . institution such as the Graham School
would be invaluable service to the
Secretary : Ruth Rogers
underprivileged children of this state.
'
Treasurer ; Katherine Dempsey

folino Voted Preside nt
In Senior Elections

The members of the Colby OutingClub have included in their activities
this past -week a .cook-out supper at
the lodge and a mountai n climbing
expedition to Camden.
Last Thursday (16th) approximately 20 club members had their
dinner camp style at the Colby lodge
on Great- Pond. Ann Jennings and
Richard Leonard were co-chairmen
of the outing.. •
About 30 climbers went on a mountain trip to Camden when the Club
bussed to the coast last weekend. The
summits of Mount Batte and Megunticook were reached by the group, as
was the knife edge. Lunch was eaten
atop Mount Batte, Co-chairmen for
this expedition were Marianna Nutter and Howell Clement.
The Outing Club has been leading
an active life this year with many
activities still in the offing. The next
outing which has been scheduled is
a hayride and outdoor supper Nov.
8. Sign up lists will be posted at a
later date.
CORRECTION S FOR COLBY
WEEKEND PROGRAM
Supper for all Colby women ,
Alumnae
and undergraduates
6:15 . (Price to alumnae $1.00.)
Program sponsored by Student
Government.
For
details
see
Lo uise Gillingham.
The Bonfire is NOT sponsored
by the Wo men 's Student Government.
Open House at Roberts Memorial
Union is for Alumni and Alumnae , and for any students who
may desi re to drop in. That is,
it is reall y OPEN HOUSE to all
Colb y peop le, and to any Colby
f riends , as well.

prevalent in this state and I, for one,
felt enriched having met and talked
with so many experienced Maine
social workers.

W. Ac Bager & Co.
113 Main Street

Confectioner y and Ice Cre am
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Outing Quo Plans
Hayridc Nov. 11

The SOCIAL REGISTER is
bei ng reintroduced at Colby. If
you will buy your bid from
Dorothy Almquist , Marguerite
Thackery or Howell Clement ,
and if you will give your name
and your date 's name to anyone
of these three , you will find yourself listed under the "COLBY
WEEKEND
SOCIAL
REGISTER" which will appear in the
issue of October 29th.
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Colby Clipped 13 -7

Alex And King Shine
Two Key Fumbles Set U p

Both "Lord Jeff" Scores
By Lionel A. Goulet
Colb y suffered its fourth straight
setback Saturday as the Lord Jeffs
of Amherst took advantage of a Mule
fumble and broke away for a 69
yard gallop in the last period for a
13-7 victory.
The Mules opened the game with
an attack that looked as though the
game was going to be a walkaway.
But because of a lack of depth in
positions , the Mules surprise push
petered out after the touchdown and
the Lord Jeffs came back in the last
two periods to take the game.
Colby 's Hal Roberts took the initial
kickotF down- on his own five yard
line and returned it to his own 48.
Hard running Jack Alex behind good
interference picked up a couple of
first clowns in the goalward march.
The line was op ening wide gaps in the
Amherst line and the Mule backs were
running hard. Dick King, a new starter who has shown up well, in the last
few games, picked up enough yardage
to put the ball down on the fouryard line and two plays later, Alex
scored. "Tubby " Washburn . place
kicked the extra point and Colby
led 7-0 in the early part of the first
quarter.
•
"
half
the
rest
of
the
first
During
neither team seemed to be able to
get anyplace. Amherst caught Coiby
flatfooted on a quick kick which put
the Mules deep in their territory.
After Colby 's score the game was
more or less a kicker 's duel with Amherst coming out on top.
Coming out for the second half ,
the Amherst eleven drove from their
own 31 to the Colb y .13 where Jim
Luiulin recovered a fumble which
SPECIAL FOOTBALL TRAIN
TO BOWDOIN
Rate on train to Colby-Bowdoin football game October 25:
$1.65 and 25c tax , $1.90 round
tri p. Children , ages 5 to 12, 83c
nn d 12c tax , 95c round trip.

momentarily stopped the drive. On
the next play, Colby fumbled and
Amherst recovered. A few plays later
they scored. The extra point was
good and tire score was tied at seven
all.
At this point the -Mules looked
tired. Because of the heat, Coach
Homier tried to send in replacements
to give the starting eleven a rest. This
lack of substitutes has hurt\ the team
all season .
In the fourth quarter Amherst
struck hard and fast. After picking
up a first down on their own 31, Jimmy Rush broke off right tackle, spun
back to the center of the field after
reaching the Colby secondary and
wheeled his way for 69 yards and
another six points. ' The try for • the
extra point failed and the score was
13-7.
Colby tried desperately in ' the last
minutes of the gam e to get another
score by filling the air with passes and
although a pair of Driscoll ' passes
brought the . ball to the Amherst 26 ,
the attack proved useless.
Amherst scored nine first downs,
Colby eight. Amherst outrushed the
Mules 194 yards to 126.
This has been the best game the
Mules have played to date. The fellows were really playing a hard
ballgame out there. Hats off to John
McSweeney and Bob Cook who both
played a whale of a gam e in the line.
Old "Sachemo" McSweeney chased
those Amherst backs all over that
field. Bob Cook really gave the line
and the backs a hard time all afternoon.
Next week Colby will take on a
tough Bowdoin team which is having
a great season. Colby will have to
watch those sweeping end plays which
the Bowdoin team may use.
The team has improved quite a bit
since the first game and most of the
boys are in good condition with but
a few injuries. Dick Grant has been
out of the lineup with a bad "charliehorse", but Red Miller, Joe Verrengia, and George MacPhelemy are expected to be back with the team this
week.
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ARROW SHIRTS AND TIES—

%¦

By Burt Krumholz
How would you like a good lesson in second guess'ing, Sunday morning quarter backing, or arm chair signal calling? Any
thing you call it, it is the same. It is a convenient device, for the
fellows who want to . criticize to look back over the game and
say, "You know, Joe, if that quarterback had called for a field
goal instead of a pass ' then they would never have lost 7-6."
Well, Joe, what would your buddy have said if the pass was good
for the TD or the field goal was attempted and missed.
Quarterbacking- was in abundance around the campus this
past Sunday morning as the bleary-eyed, hurigover critics rolled
out of bed. "Do you know'Vthey said, "if they only tried to kick
out a few times they never would have been in any trouble;".
All well and good my friends but remember that the Colby ball
carriers behind ^a hard onrushing line had opened the game with
a long .down-field drive which ended in a score fop the Mules.
Looking forward to the same prospects the quarterback could
not foresee fumbles but just those little things are what bui*
second-guesser depends on for all his bright comments. ,
One thing that can be mentioned, however, was the lack of
depth on the Mule bench in opposition , to the bench fostered by
the Lord Jeffs. Everytime the spectators looked up a few' new
men were running on to the field and several times Lloyd Jordan could be heard barking, "Okay, number two line in," .or
"Number one line get back into the game." On a hot afternoon,
as Saturday was, frequent rests and many substitutions are a' big
thing to a. player but when one man is largely depended upon
substitutions can not possibly be as frequent. Well, Coach, in
my most humble opinion I feel that every day the team looks
better. The line is charging, the' backs are driving and everyone
"
is right behind, you with all his support.
On Saturday (the 25th Colby will open its State Series play
against Bowdoin at Whittier Field. I managed to get a look at
the Polar Bears when they faced the Mass. .State team and they
didn 't .appear too impressive. Of c6urse it was early in the year
but all they seemed capable of doing was building an end sweep
with a few blockers leading the way for interference. It takes a
little more than that to win a game. The final score was 7-6
favor of Mass-. State. With Adam Walsh at their helm the Bears
will prove a tough foe but I predict nothing less than a tie for
those hard-kicking Mules from that great little ci .ty - of Water,v
ville.
.
«•
Before the first State Series game if; would be very nice if
the student body would get out and show the team that they
are right behind them. On Friday afternoon a pep rally will be
On Monday afternoon , Oct. 13, held and I'm
sure it will be very easy to have as many people
Coach Lee Williams held a meeting
there as there were at last Saturday's game. With a special
for the varsity basketball candidates train, plenty of cars'
and , I hope, lots of spirit around there is
at the lower campus gym . Over twenno reason why everybody (graduating pre-vneds excluded)ty men turned out, among them , nine
should not be in Brunswick to cheer on the .fighting Blue , and
of last year's lettermen , some of last
Grey. My deepest sympathies are extended to those poor unyear 's J. V. players , new candidates ,
fortunate
members who must struggle for many long hours over
and eligible transfer students.
their
Professional
Aptitude exams. This lust statement refers
At . the meeting, Coach Williams
to me.
,
,
told the men that he was interested
Hockey 'here is about a month off and with the NHL seain having a winning squad , and , alson already getting ' under way it's about time to say ' just '"a few
though Colby is to play what might
words about our season in New England. Practice should start
be called a "tough" schedule (18
at the beginning, of December. The first game is against Princeclashes with many of the larger colton on their home ice.
leges and universities, such as Yale,
It is now time to say a few prayers for good ice conditions
'
B. U., Northeastern , M. I. T., Brown ,
in
-this
Northern outpost of ours. Last year the big trouble was
nnd the Maine trio), he felt confident
the
lack
of a rink that was in good condition for the many practhat a highly unified and highly spirittices
necessary
for a strong hockey
team. Better luck this year,
ed Colby squad could , and- would be,
T
'
•
Coach
Millett.
victorious. Th .e coach lauded last
That
was
quite
a
magnificent
victory
for
the
Yankees
a
year's team , saying that the boys had
couple
of
weeks
ago
but
the
.
best
they
thin
g
have
done
all
year
been interested in turning out a good
w'as to get i'id of Colonel Larry
[Brooklyn version; of
team , an d that ho was pleased with
"Where
oh,
where
has
my
little.dog
gone?"
:
"Where, Oh Where,
their co-operation , ability, and reLe6
the
Lip
Go?"
Will
.
.
.1
promised
my
roommate- a free
sults. He said that he expected even
so*12-3-47* .
ad,
horn
which
.the
sounded
on Roush's 69(Continued on Page 6)
yard gallop was for a Colby .offside. Wide-awake play on the
part of Amherst gave them a touchdown nnd the game
that pass defense has picked up n i c e l y , . . . . . . .this week's game:
«**"*f"<»
. .
Tennessee over North Carolina^

Courtmen Practice
Scrimmages Held
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MOLE . KICKS

Patricia Root was chosen lower
campus field hockey manager at the
W. A. A. meeting last Friday. Christine Winter was chosen lower campus
riding manager, representing the
Kennebec Valley Riding Club of Augusta.
An archery tournament is scheduled for October 29. All those interested in participating should sign up on
the list posted in Foss 'Hall and the
Women 's Union.
FRESHMAN ! Be thinking of whom
you would like to have represent you
on the W. A. A. Board. The election
for the freshman class representative
is ' to take place soon.
Last Monday afternoon Lois Bowers finally succeeded in defeating
Shirley Parkes in. the woman's tennis
tournament. The' scores of the sets
were 8-6, 3-6, and 7-5 respectively.
Both girls' played hard and deserve
much credit for the fine tennis they
displayed.
The field, hockey tournament - is
scheduled to take place from Friday
October 24 to Friday, October 31.
Georgia Hooker and Carol Huntington have been chosen as captains for
the upper campus teams while Martha
Apollonio, Dudie Jennings , and Pat
Root will captain the lower campus
teams. All girls who have been in
fiel d hockey classes have been assigned to one of the five teams.
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Hot Dogs

I ntro ducing the
'STATION WAGON "

hat by Mr. , Disney ,
One oC Mr1. Disney's favorite
overcoat hats is his weltedged "Station Wagon," deriving its name from its capac
ity to withstand knockabout
treatment. Fashioned in rich
. <
suede finish. $13.r,o
Mr. Disney,
llutmaher since. 1885
Other lints—2.50, 2.95, 6.00,
7.50, 8,G0, 10.00 and '12.50.
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Watch That Line
. Everyone who goes to Colby knows
diminutive Dominick ("Mice ") Puiia
'48., captain of the 1947 football
team. He has played on the varsity
football, basketball, and- baseball
teams, is majoring in history and
government, and is a member of Phi
Delta Theta fraternity. Next year
amiable "Mico " hopes to attend Columbia to get a master's degree in
physical education. At this season
bis favorite topic is football and , as
captain of the football team, he wants
to see credit given to the men who
deserve it; and so he has said :
. "I feel . tha£ an injustice to our
line is done by the students of Colby.
Very, few actually . know what the
duties of our line . a r e - f o r they are
too interested in seeing who has the
ball and where he is running with it.
One of the greatest faults of spectators at a football gam e is passing
over :the line to watch the backfipld.
The line has no glory, but such men
as "Hal" Mercer , Sam Monaco , Dick
Grant , and , heading the list, Bob
Cook , all charging tackles; John McSweeney, a fighting guard ; "Red"
Staples, the human tank ; Bill Mit-

New Gym Being Built
Ma y Be Ready In feb,
• Associate Professor of Health and
Physical Education , G-. F. , Loebs, has
reported to the ECHO that the new
gymnasium now under construction
behind the Roberts Union will not be
ready for use at the start of the
ba'sketball season on December 6
when the White Mules will be hosts
to Bowdoin 's Polar Bears. However,
"Mike" did say tliat the gym , which
is now being rushed to completion ,
may be ready for use sometime in
either January or February. When
the exact date will be would be very
hard to tell at this time.
The building will hav e a large dirt
floor with a cinder track running around the outside edge of the floor.
The basketball floor will be of portable construction but tli e stands for
spectators who wish to watch the
Blules baskcteers will be permanent
ones.
Besides the actual playing facilities the gym will house locker rooms,
shower rooms and complete office
facilities for. the entire Athletic Department.

VSGrBALlJ

chell, . Don Jacohs, and George Toomey, three of the best centers we
could ask for; and "Casey" Jones
and Alex Richard , hard-charging
guards should be considered the
stars during any ball game. They
take the bruising punishment throughout the game. No back , regardless of
his ability, can gain unless the line
blocks effectively. Here 's hoping, that
you students will realize that touchdowns are scored with a fast-charging line, and-, with all due respects to
the backs, will not forget each game's
unsung heroes, the great line men."
"Mico's" opinions concerning the
line are supported by "Hal" Roberts,
one of the players in the backfield.
Outstanding right half , back of Colby 's 1947 fo otball team is hard-running " Harold ("Hal") Roberts '48.
This year he is president of Delta
Kappa Epsilon fraternity. Mr. "always interested in parties" Roberts
is majoring in mathematics and has
yet to decide whether he will coach
football or do arctuarial work in insurance- after graduation. "Hal 's"
education was interrupted by service
in the LJ. S. Army. An outstanding
event of his three years in the army
was playing the trumpet in the band
of . Bob Hope's show. For two weeks
after 'the end of the war the show
toured France, Germany, Luxembourg, and Czechoslovakia and he
said that he had a wonderful time—
"It was just .like being a civilian. "
There is only one thing that "Hal"
does not like about football at Colby.
He says :
.•
"For a college football field Seaverns Field is a disgrace. Either Colby
should use ' the new one or forget
football until they • get a decent
field. "
In regard to the team "Hal" adds:
"Spectators who really want to see
the game.should watch, the line , for
the ball carrier is the least important man in the play . I think that
it definitely is the line that makes the
ball team. The line does the work , but
doesn 't get credit for it. Football is
a team game and the boys who should
get the'' credit are the ones that do
the blocking. "
Both "Mico " and "Hal" commented
on the1 spirit that Colby rooters aro
showing for a team which has yet to
win its first game. Now let's n ot forget what they have said and at the
lfext game let's watch the line at least
part of the time,

Football Starts;
Point System Inaugurated

Colby looks f or Win Inter-Frat
Meet Bowdoin Sat.

Next Saturday the Colby team
treks to Brunswick, Maine for the
State Series opener against.Bowdoin .
The Bowdoin club has been hot and
cold ,all season. They sport a two and
two record. The wins coming against
Amherst 8-6 and Williams 14-0. Defeats were at the hands of Tufts and
the University of ..Massachusetts.
Bowdoin is a big team. They have
a lot of weight in the line and a fair
running and passing attack.
In a state series contest , however,
you might just as well throw the form
sheet out the window. Traditional
rivalries are no respecters of sport
section reputation. When the Mules
get out there they will be playing for
keeps.To date Colby has been severely hampered by lack of reserves. We
are not going to have any new faces
on the bench so the old ones will have
to " put out a little more effort. Since
the New Hampshire game Colby has
turned good first halves and mediocre
finish ups. If Colby has the aggressiveness and determination after the
half time whistle blows that she had
before, we can label Bowdon our
first victory of the year.
A break in the weather is hoped
for at next week's punt and pass
contest. It seems that in addition to
Mad Dogs and Englishman,- gridsters
go out in the noon day sun. The
perspiration really rolled off . the
squad last week. Hal Mercer was
leading offender in the anti-Mum
campaign. He steamed off ten pounds
(Continued on Page 6)

¦On the afternoon of Thursday,
October 9, under the direction of
Gibert F. (Mike) Loebs representatives of ,the ' eight fraternities on the
campus met to reorganize the Interfraternity Athletic Council which has
not functioned since the outbreak of
the war.
At this meeting Guy Smith , Phi
Delta Theta , was elected chairman
and George Felton , Delta Kappa Epsilon , secretary. Plans were begun for
the reinstitution of the Intramural
Scoring System for Ail-Year Point
Participation. At the second meeting,
the following week , plans for the
yeaV's scoring were decided upon.
There is a possibility that a new
Sprague trophy for the fraternity
with the largest' grand total, at the
end of the year will be awarded for
each tournament.
The year's points will be awarded
on the following basis: In round robin
tournaments the winning team will be
awarded the designated number of
points for that event. , The second
place team will be given three-fifths
of that total , the, third place team
two-fifths and the fourth place team
one-fifth.
In any elimination tournaments the
winning team is given the full total
and the defeated team of the final
round half the total. Point awards
are given in addition for lettennen
members of Varsity teams and Freshman numeral winners.

Plans were made for the Football
Schedule which is now underway. In
the first week of play the Phi Delts,
the team .to beat in this sport , outran
and outpassed the Dekes to the tune
of 13-0. The following day the Tau
Delts stepped iip to the highly touted
ATO's and just missed touching off a
neat upset but two TD's which were
called back because of offside penalties gave the ATO's their first round
victory 14-8. LCA was set down by
the DU's 8-0 in a game which could
have easily been an LCA win. On
Thursday the Phi Delts ran over the
Zetes who had drawn a first round
bye, and sent them to an easy 19-6
defeat. On Monday the Tau Delts in
poor condition from their rough tussle with the ATO's and suffering from
the loss of several key members out
through illness, were weak when they
faced the Lambda Chi outfit on Monday. The Tuesday brawl between
ATO and DU was a bruising affair ,
the winners getting the honor effacing the Phi Delts on Friday. This
afternoon the Tau Delt-LCA winners
face the Zetesi Day by day the schedule grows tougher as the final round
of the football double elimination,
tournament comes ever closer.
The members of the Council who
are the supervising body of the intramural sports of .the school are: Guy
Smith , Phi Delta Theta ; George Felton ,' DKE; Tom Koines, L.CA; Jack
Kim-pel, ATO ; Ralph Field, DU;
Ellis Carpenter , KDR; Robert Merriman , Zeta Psi ; and Burt Krumholz,
TDP .
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Baby Mules Whack Coburn ;
Shiro, dean , Billings Star
Shiro 's field Goa l

Sets Score At 3-0
The Colby Freshmen turned in an
excellent performance of power football as they outbruised the Coburn
Classical Institute football team 3-0
on Seaverns Field last Friday afternoon .
Colby displayed a steamroller type
of offense led by such hard running
backs as Teddy Shiro, Dave Roan,
and Gene Billings. These boys, aided by the scatbacking of Billy Brown,
time and again powered through the
Coburn line for substantial gains. It
was the kind of football that makes
the spectator shudder and the coach
rub his hands with glee. The line,
although hard-charging was sucked
out of position defensively ' on a few
occasions. This may be attributed to
first-game jitters, and no doubt they
will eliminate "it on future occasions.
Coburn turned on the steam immediately after receiving the opening
kick-off and were it not for some bad
passes from center might have rolled
on down the field. One of these,
near the end of the first period, gave
Colby its first break. The pass sailed
over Glowacki's head as he fell back
to kick and the Colby forward wall
nailed him on his own 30. Colby had
fourth and . inches on the Coburn 20
as the quarter ended. On the first
play of the second period , Brown
COURTMEN PRACTICE
(Continued from page 4)
better results this year because of the
return of so many seasoned veterans,
and because he planned to begin
practice sessions immediately, so that
the squad would be in excellent physical- condition and drilled in teamwork
well in advance of the first game with
Bowdoin , on Dec. C,
Informal practice sessions have
been held already, and are to continue
being held on Moil,, Wed., and Fri.
evenings at 7:30 until the installation of dail y practice. Training rules
went into effect last Wednesday, when
the first practice was held. At the
practice the boys were divided into
teams , und scrimmaged for the evening.
COLBY LOOKS FOR "WIN
(Continued from page fi)

joly Elected President
Of '47 Newman Club

Hotel James

•Silver Street Service

Mul's Restaurant
Good Food

FOR
SERVICE , DEPENDABILITY
AND QUALITY
CALL

Dexter Drug Stores, Inc.
1 18 Main Street
Waterville , Mo.

2 Clinton Ave.
Winslow, Mo.

Night Calls—2294
Meet your Friends at our Fountain

Prof . S. Robinson
Pla ys Beethoven

Simultaneously the Air Force. General Milch ,- Goering's closest collaborator , was tried and given- a life
sentence.
.
Further trials have now been under
way for some time' against a group of
The second lecture in this year's outstanding Nazi j urists,, against the
went to the 10 on a neat keep and
Averill Series was given Sunday eve- Central SS Administration of . the
cutback for . a first down . Coburn
n ing, October 19, at 8 p. m., in the concentration camps, against SS poheld and after Shiro's fourth-down
"Women 's Union by Professor Solon lice ehieftans, against some generals
pass was incomplete they tojok- over.
Robinson , who is prof essor of musi c responsibl e for the execution of hosA series of pass interceptions foltages, and again st some of the largest
at Smith College.
lowed; Brown grabbed a Glowacki
The all-Beethoven program was as German business firms such as IG
pass on the Coburn 40. and then said
Farben and'Krupp, which have been
foll ows:
thank you by tossing one that GloSonata in C sharp minor Op. 27 , No. guilty of economic preparation of the
wacki pocketed on the 20.
war and the exploitation of slave
2 ("Moonlight")
labor.
Colby then started a series of plays
Adagio sostenuto
Funds Lacking To Carry On
that led to the game's only scOre.
Allegretto
Since
the entire program will, for
Billings, who ran well all day, rePresto agitato
lack of funds , terminate before July
turned a Coburn punt 25 yards to
Sonata in C minor Op. 111.
the Coburn 46. Shiro then tossed a
Maestoso-—Allegro con brio ed, 1948 , the number of .trials still to be
honey of a pass to Cannel for 35 CO-ED ADVOCATES
appassionato
I conducted is now being reduced to
yards and a first down on the Coburn
Arietta-—Adagio molto sempliee less than half a dozen. Likely to be
(Continued from Page 3)
indicted are" high-ranking officials of
11. Coach Carniniti of the Preppers
e cantabile .
the Dresdner B.ank and some German
had a small conniption 'fit as Cannel their brothers die so that ' th oy may Sonata in C major Op. 53
¦
ministries such as the Foreign Office
leaped high in the air , to snag the have the left-ov er clothes—babies
Allegro con brio
and the Reich Chancellery.
pigskin with a clear field in front of feebleminded because of . malnutriAdagio molto
Though space does not pex-mit an
him. But right there he tripped over tion—boys fift een , so driven by desRondo—Allegretto moderato
evaluation of the war crimes proceedhis own man a n d' w e n t "boom". It perate need that they steal ratProfessor Robinson appeared at
ings, I should like to suggest that, unwas enough though, as three plays gnawed bread.
Colby three years ago when he played
satisfactory though any attempt to
later Shiro stepped back and with
Material Aid Needed
with the Colby Community Symphomeasure world history in terms of
Brown holding calmly, split the upYou cannot escape the fact that ny Orchestra.
criminal justice is bound to be (parrights with a difficult angle shot you necessarily (for your own welticularly an attempt as fragmentary
from the 20. Coburn completed two fare , if you must be selfish) must TRIALS AT NUREMBURG
as that of Nurnberg) , the Nurnberg
passes after the kick-off , but the half act to uproot the seeds of destiny as
(Continued from Page . 2)
trials will at least have enabled Us to
ended before the-y could, d;o any- th ey have been planted in war-torn
penetrate the state secrets of our
thing.
countries . We must give material since Berlin turned out to be a mine
"forne. Moreov er, they will have demrehabilitation,
and
recon"relief
,
Coburn got a first down shortly
of evidentiary material .
onstrated, that it is no longer only
after the second half began when struction " (the three R's) to build
Big Four Prosecute
the. local pickpocket, but sometimes
again
physical
strength
so
that
the
Glowacki was roughed as he booted
At the time of . my arrival at Nurn- also the world-historical highwayman
out on the Colby 5. Inci dentally, mind can have a chance to grow , berg, the Court House and Grand who has to account for his crimes.
Glowacki can really boot that ball. rightly!
Hotel (where the prosecuting staffs
"How?" is the question. Our sug- and the judges were living and enHe can pass too, but not to the right
men, for Roan intercepted one of his gestions—as a result of this confer- joying life) formed-an international
passes in the next series of plays ence—is to work through W. S. S. F. oasis in the midst of a desert of deand Colby put on its best show of . (World Student Service Fund.) W. struction. This was the time when the
the day. Billings trotted 13 to the S. S. F. gives on the basis of need— first bi g trial against the main Nazi
Coburn 42 and after Shiro went 16 and on that basis alone. It can guar- leaders, such as Goering, Hess, and
to the 26 'Billings banged 9 and . 5 to antee that the . $2,000,000' to be Ribbentrop, was still in full swing
The Newman. Club held its first
12 as the third quarter ended. The raised . by American students .in this and being conducted before a "court meeting Sunday, October 19th*. Elecofficials, the Coburn line and a pass y ear's drive will be used for the three of the Big Four. The'prosecution was tion of officers was ' hel d with .the
interception stopped the Frosh there. R' s on this sole principle of need.
likewise composed of jurists from the following results : President , Cyril
Coburn put on a mild spurt but when
15 Cents a Week—Please!
U. S., Great Britain , the Soviet Union , Joly; Vice . President, Constance
Gabriels tossed a back for a 10-yard
If we. were to serve a European and France.
/
Leonard; Secretary, Mary Conley ;
loss that upset the apple cart. From diet one day a week at Colby we
After , the conclusion of this first Treasurer , James Warn er.
then on it was a question of how long would , be able to send ab out -.f200 trial, however, the U. S. was the only
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Colby could keep the ball. They kept every week for food abroad. Thirty state to engage upon subsequent pro- t ' hursday of next week , Father Norit the rest of the game as they clicked cents will fe.ed a student over there ceedings against those outstanding mando is having conferences with
off two first downs and were deep in for one day. If every student at Nazis who had not been included a- Jolby students. Lists will be posfe'd
Coburn .territory when the whistle Colby were to pledge $5 to the drive mong the defendants of the first trial. to be signed for the appointments.
blew.
for the year—which is only 15 cents Hence America was the only power
per person a week for the rest of the to maintain , in Nurnberg, a large
I personally " predict that nobody
college year—we could send $5,250 prosecuting staff and to establish new
COMPLIMENTS OF
is going to do much to this Freshman to feed 1,050 students for fifteen
courts composed of American judges.
club in their remaining games. They clays.
Atrocities Trial Held
Can you ' disregard the challenge ''
are too big, fast , and rough to stop.
'Die
firs
t trial heard by these courts
.
They have a slew of fine backs and Be honest—and then act!
involved 23 high-ranking Nazi ptiysia rugged if slightly green line. Walt
cians who had participated in the
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
atrocious ' "medical" , experiments
Holmei' will have a warm reception
FOOTWEAR
carried
out
on
inmates,
of
concentrafor a great many of them come next
For College Men>& Women
's. Most of those defendants
tion
camp
Fail.
wore found guilty, yet only onePhono 622
WATERVILLE, ME. fourth were condemned to death .
106 Main St.
Waterville , Mo.

of ' avoirdupois , leaving him at a
streamlined 210.
"Bridegroom " MacPhelemy saw
little action last week as a result of
i«j«irio.s received nl the hands of the Colby students are always welcome at
Coast Guardsmen a fortnigh t ago.
Walter Day 's
Harry Marden didn 't play at all. Both
Post Office Square
of those lads will be raring to go aFilms Developed—24 Hour Service
gainst the Polar Bears, Earl Anthony,
Greeting Cards For All Occasions
hard charging back , may be in shape
Stationery, Magazines , etc.
for this "lie.
On the offensive side of the ledger
Alex and King both played nice
games. I' uiia and Cook continued to
bulwark the. line.
Classes let out curl y next Saturday
and Brunswick is only one hour riding
time and ono and a half thumbing,
Bourquc-Lnnignn Post No. 5 Presents
d0tyf et. CONCERT AND DANCE
j ^iIlMKGIen Gray nnd His Famous
Csvsti Lomn. Orch««tr*
^it$j$$r
Wittoi -villo Senior High School
Halloween Ni ght , Fri., Oct. 31
E.t. Price $1.50 Tax .30 Total $1.80

Changes in the schedule of
classes have been made as follows:
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25
Classes regularly scheduled
f o r 8:00 an d 9:00 o'cocile will be
omitted. Classes regularly schedu led for 10:00 and 11:00 , -will
meet at 8:00 an d 9:00, respectively. Lower Campus classes
regularly scheduled for 10:15
¦wi ll meet at 7:45.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1 ,
College Holiday no classes.
¦
TUESDAY , NOVEMBER 11 '<
Classes regularly scheduled
for 7:45 or 8:00 and 9:00 or
9:15 o'clock will meet as usual.
Classes regularly scheduled for
10:00 and 11:00 will be omitted.
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Prod uct ion Of 'Stage Door ' Plans Formulated
la Rehearsal For Nov. 22 For Fine Arts Dept
The final cast of "Stage Door" has
been announced. Tli e following students will appear in the play :
Olga Brandt—Jeannine L. Shaw
Mattie—T. Mathieu
Big Mary—Nancy Ricker
Little Mary—Hattie White
Bernice^—Mary ' Hathaway
Madeline—Marguerite Thackeray
Judith—Tema Kaplan '
Ann Braddock—Anne Logiudice
Kaye—Eileen Lanouette
Linda Shaw—Elizabeth Beamish
Jean—Cynthia Leslie

Italian Lad y Grateful ,
For Clothe s from Colby
Last spring, a committee headed
by Marth a Morrill sent several bundles of clothes to Europe. The letter
printed below is one of many received by- Martha in thanks to Colby
students. It has been translated into
English from Italian by Dr. Ermano
C. Comparetti .
*
N aples
August 25 , 1947
My dear lady,
I find it , impossible to express the
joy I .felt' in receiving your package
just arrived. So much was in my. heart
when I found all those good things.
I assure you that everything in it is
very useful and needful. The dresses
intended for me fit as if made to
measure. Once again I want to express my great appreciation, for your
kindness and generosity. I , thank
you again and again for all that
you have done and pray to the Most
Blessed Virgin for your continued
happiness and health for you and
your :family.
You are the clearest person in the
world , my benefactress . . . It must
have been the Madonna - who sent
you my address. . What would I have
done without your help?
Nov/- we are beset with more difficulties. M y. sister is gravely ill with
a liver complaint and requires a long,
expensive cure. As you see one
trouble after another has followed
the war. We are always worried. My
parents thank you very much for the
shoes', socks, vest, - an d hats. Everything is ' so useful! And many thanks
also for the soap which is so ,_ rare
here.
I am anxious to hear from you. All
of us here send you our feiwent love
and "best wishes.
Always your affectionate,
Maria Papa

Bobby Melrose—Susan Lynch
Louise Mitchell—Louise Whitney
Susan Paige—Constance Leonard
Pat Devine—Jean Chickering
Kendall Adams—Cynthia Crook
Terry Randall—J. Michael Reed
Tony Gilette—A. Nile
Ellen Fenwiek—Jeanne Hall
Mrs. Orcutt—Patricia Sales
Mrs. Shaw—Natalie Pretat
Frank—Donald Leach
Sam Hastings—Richard Kaplan
J. Devereaux—Wilkins
Fred Powell—Seabury Stebbins
Lou Milhauser—Arthur Greeley
Davi d Kings)ey—F. Dyer
Keith Burgess—Russell Farnsworth
Dr. Randall—Eastman
Larry Westcott—B. Stritch.
Billy;—Warshaw
Gretzl—Schwartz
The Powder and Wig production
will be presented November 22. If
the demand for seats is great enough ,
two perform ances will be given , on
Friday and Saturday evenings , November 21 and 22.
Rehearsals of the play are now in
the sedond week. Professor Cecil A.
Rollins is optimistic about the play's
progress for he states that the play
has elements of success : "interesting
problems, scenic design , and splashy
costumes." The dramatic art class,
with the assistance of others, are
painting- the sets.

Second liillel Meeting
Scheduled for Oct. 26
, The liillel chapter at Colhy had its
fi rst meeting of the year. The year's
officers , co-presidents, Patricia Sales
and Edward Kap lan ; vice president ,
Allan Sarner ; co-secretaries, Barbara
Starr• and Sybil Green ; treasurer,
Shirlee Rubin were introduced. The
club's plans for this year were, discussed.-At the close of the meeting
cider and doughnuts were served.
The next meeting will be held Sunday morning, October 2G , at 10:00 A.
M., in the Smith Lounge of the Women 's Union. There will bo a breakfast and Professor Paul A, Fullam ,
assistant professor of history, will be
the guest speaker,
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STATIONERS
170 Main Street
Waterville , Me.

THE WORLD'S MODERN ART

Waterville Steam
Laundry
145 Mnin Street ,
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CHRISTMAS' CARDS NOW

THE BEST OF

Telephone 145

150-158 Main Street

When the organizational set-up. is
completed, it will include such features as a board of student ushers
and a board of students to administer
the budget of the church. The Sunday
offerings will be used.for helping nondenominational causes and charities.
A plan will be worked out whereby a
communion service will be held once
a month.
The facilities of Lorimer Chapel
are open to all religious groups for
use in receptions with local ministers
or any other meetings which would
warrant being held in the Chapel.
Such facilities include the S. C. A.
and the Chaplain 's office , the buffet
and social room , the choir room , and
the small and large chapels. 'Mr.

The display now on exhibit in the
Miller Library consists of reference
books , dictionaries , encyclopedias, and
biographies.
One cabinet contains encylopedias
of different religious groups. For example, the Jewish Encyclopedia- is
a descriptive record of the history,
religion , literature , and customs of
the Jewish people . The Catholic Encyclopedia is an international work of
reference of the constitution, doctrine, discipline and history of the
Catholic Church . The Encyclopedia
of Religion and Ethics includes articles on all religious , ethical systems •
and movements , beliefs, customs,
philosophical ideas, and moral practices.
There are foreign encyclopedias of
v.-clich language students can make
use. The Encyclopedias Universal IIlustrada was purchased in part by the
Library Associates lvhose purpose it
is to present the librm'y with new and
important volumes.
One shelf is devoted to American
Biograph y. Among the other books
on display are French and German
volume's.

-¦
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¦

Mo nthl y Communion Will Be Held

Reference Books
In Librar y Exhibit:

GalleryArtists
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Chapel Is Open For Weddings .

FROM THIS COLLECTION OF

SERVICE"

,

(

-~

Waterville

, Any club , group, or person wishing
to give flowers for the Sunday, services either as a memo-rial or as a
gift is urged to contact the Chaplain.
The offices of the Chapel and Chaplain are also open for all services
such as weddings, funerals , and baptisms.
The Chapel is still in an unfinished
state. However , a bulletin board ,
chancel furnishings, and pews are
forthcoming in the near future.
Any student or faculty member
who would like to volunteer his service or ideas to help establish " our
church should contact the Chaplain
or any member of the Chapel committee.
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JEWELER

"QUALITY

41 Temple St.

President Julius Seelye Bixler last
week concluded a six day trip, during
which time he addressed various
groups and visited many friends of
Colby. .
At Bard College, in, New York
State , Dr. Bixler addressed a symposium at the inauguration of Edwin
C. Fuller as president of that institution. The topic of Dr. Bixler's talk
was progressive education .
Sunday morning October ,12, Dr.
Bixler spoke in Germantown , Pennsylvania, and then visited Swarthraore College before returning to
Maine.
President Bixler made brief visits
along * the route , stopping in New
York City , Smith College and other
points in Massachusetts.

Under the direction of the Student
Christian Association , a temporary
chapel committee has been formed
to make a careful study of furthering
the establishment of our ' studentfaculty church, Lorimer Chapel. The
new committee chairman, Reverend
Walter Wagoner, Robert Batten ,
Hilda Farnum; Philip Shearman and
Frances Benner, will' meet soon to
work on the organizational .plans of
the church.
Church membership will be given
on an affiliate as well as a full-membership basis. Stu dents and faculty
who are members of churches, either
in th eir home towns or in Waterville,
can have an affiliate membership in
Lorimer Chapel without withdrawing
from their local church. All students
and faculty who are- now serving in
local services are urged to continue
their work. The purpose of Lorimer
Chapel is not to take members and
workers from; other churches, but
rather its purpose is to encourage
more student-faculty participation in
church.
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Our Motto Ii

President Bixler Spea ks
A_ Bard Inauguration

Thomas and Mr. Comparetti are planning an entirely new musical program which will involve a church
choir.
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Elms Restaurant

The Committee on Fine Arts met
Saturday, October 18, 1947 with
Prof essor Samuel M. Green and Dr.
Ermano Comparetti . Long-ifange
plans, including a building 'for the
department ' of fine arts, were discusse d as well as more immediate
problems.
Mr. Willard Cummings, Jr., ,of the
Skowhegan School of Painting and
Sculpture is Head of the comriiittee.
Other committee members at the
meeting were Mr. John Candelet ,
professor of economics at Trinity
College ; Miss L'ucil e Kidder, professor o'fi- art' at Westbrook Junior College ;, Mrs. Marion White Smith of
Worcesteu; and Mr. Neil Leonard ,
president of the trustees at Colby.
Three of .th e members of the committee, Mr. Candelet, Miss Kidder, and
Mrs. Marion Smith are graduates of
Colby.

New SCA Committee
Studies Chapel Plans

. Picasso — Gtil/ery Artists'
.Christmas cards fenrure die
paintings and wntcrcolorc of the
world's leading modern artists.
Hraitlitnki ugl y beautiful , they
arc tlie most perfect that modern
tal ent and craftsmanship can
d evise, Choose from the many different ones, embracing a wide
variety of rone, cojor , and mood.
Pric ed at Utf to 5(tf each .-. . all
cards a nd env elopes ar e on fine
deckle-edge paper , with tepro.
ilucilons in full color,

|
.¦111 ennh din be print ed with your name.
o
$ COLBY COLLEGE
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Cheat of drawers—made of fibre construction , reinforced
With wood with ornamental paper covering in neutral shade
to harmonize with almost any room. Size 12x12x28.
Pour drawer size $2.98
Five drawer size $5.98

GARMENT BA GS

Made of transparent plastic , strong, durable , and most convenient to hang in your closet.
.
Eight garment size $2.98
!
;
Fifteen garment size .$4.98
i
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Fraternity News

seeution resulted from their dastardly act.
Mr. Clark also shed light on other
aspects of the Frank case. It was
Alpha Tau Omega
disclosed that Mr. Frank was wined
Plans are being made for a closed and dined in a very proper maimer,
smoker.
while away. Perhaps it would.be more
Delta Kappa Epsilon
accurate to state that Frank was
The date ' for the closed smoker beered and dined. He subsisted on a
now under consideration will be an- diet of beer and pretzels during his
nounced in the daily bulletin.
period of captivity, and considerDelta Upsilon
ing his aversion to both , his forMonday, October 27 , is the date
set for the closed smoker which will
take place at Coburn Classical Institute. The fraternity extends congratulations <to' Mr. and Mrs. Bushnell
Welch on the arrival of their son.
Lambda Chi Alpha
A tea dance is scheduled for October 31 between 5-7 P. M. at the
James Hotel.
Phi Delta Theta
The Blue Room of the Elmwood
Hotel was the locale for the frater+ *i
nity 's tea dance last Saturday, October 18. The date for the closed
«¦*
smoker is to be announced.
Tau Delta Phi
A tea dance was held in the Smith
and Dunn Lounge Saturday, October
* _¦
18. Professor and Mrs. Kingsley
Birge, Professor and Mrs. Paul A.
Fullam , Professor Henry 0. Schmidt,
-. *
_i
and Professor Jean K. Gardiner were
chaperones. The closed smoker is arranged for Wednesday, October 29.
_
Zeta Psi
i
*
The fraternity is now planning its
,
*
closed smoker and Halloween Party.

titude was admirable. It was also
revealed that the captive was extraordinarily successful in obtaining new
purchasers for his rather wide stock
of Christmas cards.
Displayed Torn Shirt
Mr. Frank was contacted early
Sunday afternoon , soon after his return. He appeared none the worse for
his experience , but' our hearts were
moved to pity and admiration when
he displayed a hole-ridden,, blood

stained shirt, a mentento of his struggle. He stated that he received no
further hurt from ¦his kidnappers ,
and that he thought ' the freshman
class showed a lot of Spirit. Mr.
Frank concluded with a denial of the
statement that he consumed beer and
pretzels. He stated that .his only fare
during the period of captivity was
two marmalade' sandwiches.-He made
no mention of Christmas cards.
Sunday night the frosh attempted

GOOD SHOES FOR
COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN

iGaUertSko e Store

51 Main Street

Waterville , Maine

another kidnapping. They surrounded
Roberts Hall ," onv the Lower Campus
in an effort to capture Dave Bruckheimer. They retired after several
unsuccessful attempts.
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Sororit y N ews
Al pha Delta Pi
There was a get-together of actives
and pledges at the last meeting of
the Alpha Delta Pi's. The pledges
who ace going to be initiated began
their pre-initiation week with the
traditional Candlelight service held in
the Soro rity room Sunday October
10. Wednesday, October 22 , the following girls were initiated into the
sorority : Priscilla Pomerleau, Mary
Lou Claire, Jane Merrill , Hildergarde
Pratt , and Louise Leavenworth.
Sigma Kappa
Alpha of Sigma Kappa initiated
five girls tonight; Elizabeth Jennings,
Ann Jennings , Alice Jennings, 'Ruth
Pierce and Patricia Root.
At the regular meeting last week
Patricia Root was elected athletic
representative for Sigma.
Tomorrow evening Sigma will hold
a closed party at the Great Pond
Lodge -with Chaplain and . Mrs.
Wagoner and Mr. and Mrs, Richard
Billings as chaperones.
Chi Omega
Martha Ann Jackson and Mary
Ellen CoUl y were pledged to the Beta
chapter of Chi Qinegn Wednesday,
October 15. Mrs, Millett and Miss
Totman , alumnae advisers, were present. An informal party in honor
of the now pledges was held following tlie meeting.
D«lla Delta Delta
All' s. Otto Jensen , collegiate secretary of Delta Delta Delta , addressed
the meeting last Wednesday night,
telling of a Tri Delt' s role on the
campus. Ales. Jensen left Friday after her throe-day visit to Alpha Upsilon Chapter.

" CHESTERFIELDS
ARE NO STRANGERS
THEY'R B ALWAYS WELCOME"
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CAMPUS CHEST DRIVE
All organizations intending to
t-.tiae f u n d s for charitable causes
nre requeste d to send a representative- to a meeting Friday, .
Octobur 24, nt 4:30 p. m. in
Dunn Lounge , Wome n 's Union.
Tho purpose of this meeting is
Io discuss p lans] for a united
drive.
il!ATE FROSH
(Continued from Page 1)
tempts . In lieu of forceful action
Clark used verbal coercion.
In an
u l t i m a t u m to the Freshman class ,
I' /'ewideiit Clark stnlod t h a t tho return nt ' (lurry . rank would be ed'ectod within six months or "the entire
Kro.'ihiii nn class would .sulfur drastic
i'')iisi'i| ui.' nct'S, "
Curry 's Fortitude Admirable
The u l t i m a t u m received a rathur
curious reception. The frosh had the
iitilillniL ' uudui 'ity to Hiipposu that
freshman rules would be removed
liowiusi; of thoir deed, Thi s miaiijiprohiMisio n can only bo attributed to
their yoiitlifiili icsH , Needless to relate , an int ensification of frosh per-
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